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CHAPI'ER I 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBlEM 
PURPOSE AND SOURCE OF THE STUDY 
The purpose of this study is to analyze the content found 
in selected New England high school newspa~rs. Since this is 
primarily a guidance study, special emphasis will be placed on 
the extent to which guidance content compares w.i. th non-guidance 
content as determined by the criteria for selection. It is also 
the intention of the YII'i ter to recommend some methods on how 
school newspapers can serve more effectively as an excellent 
public relations medium for the dissemination of guidance infor-
mation. 
Two primary reasons influenced the writer in the selection 
of this problem. First, the review of literature revealed that 
New England school publications received no recognition by the 
various authors concerning the importance of the school news-
paper as a valuable public relations medium for guidance and 
other useful information; and secondly, since there is a defi-
nite dearth of literature pertaining to New England school news-
papers, there is need for some comprehensive research into this 
area. Therefore, this thesis is to be considered as a basic 
study of the number and types of guidance and non-guidance 
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articles found in selected New England public high schools. 
NATURE OF THE STUDY 
The change in our school population from a comparatively 
homogeneous group to a mass of pupils representing many nation-
alities makes some system of guidance imperative. 
In addition to the varying abilities and social backgrounds 
of these pupils, there is the lack of interest and effort of 
those kept in school by the compulsory age law or b,y ambitious 
parents who desire their children to have the social as well as 
educational advantages of 'Which they themselves were deprived. 
There is less emphasis placed on the progress of the entire 
class in "lock-step" fashion, but more upon guiding and direct-
ing the development of the capacities of the individual. Today, 
the trend is toward more progressive education. Instead of one 
curriculum, there are many curricula suited to the varied capa-
cities and interests of the pupils. 
With the trend in educational philosophy toward child-
centered learning, H. :M. Laffertyl states: 
The study of the individual has come in for a 
great deal of attention in our educational programs. 
One of the devices aimed at supporting this object-
ive is the school newspaper. Through this organ the 
1 Lafferty, H. M. "Where School Newspapers Fall Short.n The 
Mation 1 s Schools. (September 1944) pp 43-44. 
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school child is aided in achieving a fair measure 
of group recognition and approval, a condition es-
sential to a well-balanced, normal life. To date, 
the amount of research given over to this important 
educational instrument has been negligible. For 
the most part, opinion has been the chief criterion. 
This is most significant, because it bears out the writer's 
contention that a good school newspaper is an excellent medium 
for the dissemination of guidance information as well as being a 
valuable, functional public relations instrument. 
The writer also contends that the school newspaper, which 
is primarily an educational project, aids more students in 
realizing their needs than practically all other phases of their 
school life. 
Student-s gain a great deal of pride in exhibiting their 
school paper because they know it is only an instrument of 
learning, but that it does contain the composite personality of 
every member of the staff who worked on it. 
Students can put into practice that which they learn in the 
class room or from other allied educational activities. They 
gain a fuller and broader knowledge of the meaning of service, 
not only to the school but to the community as a whole. 
Feelings of inferiority are lessened as students do some-
thing constructive together. Personal satisfaction is gained 
as they see their first story in print. Working on the school 
newspaper has also helped the students visualize the need of 
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certain subjects heretofore considered dull and useless. 
The school is a laboratory of human behavior. It is the 
student body which makes the school, not the ivy-covered, red 
brick walls harboring their active minds. Pupils are eager to 
learn if they are given a chance to use their ow.n ingenuity 
along properly channeled endeavors. 
Our education, today, is a child-centered philosophy. By 
allowing the student to evolve in an atmosphere of well-organized, 
constructive enterprise, good qualities can be nurtured to their 
fullest extent, while bad traits can be corrected with unneces-
sary harsh treatment. 
-
Students working together in a group guidance activity such 
as the school newspaper can help themselves by solving many of 
their own problems. They learn respect for themselves, but what 
is more important, they learn to respect others. 
The school newspaper is public relations at its best because 
it provides an excellent medium for selling the school program 
to the community. It will greatly aid the citizenry of the com-
munity to understand and appreciate the work being carried on in 
the school, and thereby participate constructively in its better-
ment. 
Finally, the school newspaper can prove to be an invaluable 
guidance instrument because one important phase of a comprehen-
' 
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sive guidance program is that of imparting problem-solving 
information to the pupils. 
SCOPE AND DEFINITION OF TERMS 
This thesis is based on an analysis of 100 newspapers 
solicited from public high schools in 215 cities and towns of 
7,5oo population or more in the New England States. Schools 
selected will comprise three, four, and six-year types. The 
schools were asked to send one issue of their school newspaper 
for the 1952-1953 school year. The following types of school 
5. 
newspapers w.i..ll be considered in the study: Letterpress (Printed), 
Mimeographed, Lithographed, and Planographed (Offset). 
The newspapers received are to be analyzed according to 
geographic area, size of school, papers returned, type and fre-
quency of articles pertaining to guidance and non-guidance, 
total number of articles in each category, and a comparison 
between guidance and non-guidance articles per category by per 
cents. School enrollment figures consist of Small (Under 500), 
Medium (500-1,000), and Large (Over 1,000). 
There are 12 guidance topics and lh non-guidance topics used 
in the criteria for selection of' school newspaper content. The 
f'ollowing types of guidance topics will be considered: Orienta-
tion, Co-curriculum, Educational Information and Training, Educa-
tional Planning, Vocational Planning, Occupational OppOrtunities 
l 
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and trends, Job Getting, Individual Ana1ysis, Avocations and 
Leisure, Personal Appearance, Social Adjustment, and Student 
Morale. Those selected for tre analysis of non-guidance con-
tent are: School and Community, Social News, School Clubs, 
Class Notes, Personals, School Sports, Alumni, Features, Humor, 
Gossip, Literary, Editorials, Letters to the Editor, and 
Exchanges. 
Although advertisements constitute part of the overall con-
tent in school newspapers, they will not be discussed in this 
study. Preliminary study of the newspapers solicited did reveal 
that some of the advertisements contained possible educational 
and vocational values. 
The data to be presented can not be accepted as absolutely 
representative of the role of the school newspaper as a medium 
of imparting guidance and non-guidance information. The limita-
tions of the study imposed by the nature of the study are indi-
cated in the following general assumptions. First, the study of 
just newspapers as compared with other types of school publica-
tions, such as magazines and yearbooks. Secmd, the publications 
received are typical of school newspapers in general as to guid-
ance content as well as non-guidance content. Third, the pub-
lications received are representative of other issues published 
throughout the school year. Fourth, journalism practices will in 
no way reflect the quality or quantity of the guidance practices 
6. 
found in the average school. Fifth, there is no way of !mowing 
that which is intended to be guidance ccntent by a guidance de-
partment or a guidance-minded faculty advisor. Sixth, the writer's 
subjectivity in categorizing certain information under prescribed 
headings might be considered controversial. 
JUSTIFICATION OF THE STUDY 
The writer found through preliminary research into this study 
that there is a definite dearth of material on the subject of 
high school newspapers in the New England States • It is also 
significant that the only way in which New England journalism 
or publications have figured in such studies is as individual 
schools or publications as parts of nation-wide studies. It 
is evident that such widely scattered samplings in such studies 
can give no adequate picture of New England journalism or news-
paper publications. ,Also research is practically negligible con-
earning the use of school newspapers as a functional guidance 
instrument. 
Further justifications for such a study are listed below:. 
1. The writer feels that there is a definite need for 
specific recommendations and practical illustrations as to what 
can be done by way of increasing the value of guidance through 
the media of high school newspapers. 
2. The school can enhance its public relations program by 
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incorporating specific guidance information into the school news-
paper. 
3. Most school newspapers are read, not browsed through; 
consequent~, guidance dissemination would be profitable both 
as knowledge as well as transfer values. 
4. From a scholastic viewpoint, Columbia Scholastic Press 
Association authorities state that accrediting agencies consider 
a school newspaper more important than a yearbook. 
5. Guidance continuity, comprehensiveness, and competency 
can be more readily observed through school newspapers by virtue 
of the fact that school newspapers can be published more fre~ 
quently. 
6. The writer V«>uld also like to state that this study 
evolved and nurtured itself through the natural outgrowth of 
practical experience in journalism, teaching, school newspaper 
advisor, and guidance counselor and placement officer. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
THE IMPORTANCE OF A GOOD SCHOOL NEWSPAPER 
As indicated in Chapter I, the writer found that through 
preliminary research into this thesis there is a definite dearth 
of material on New England high school newspapers. This will de-
finitely be borne out in the following comments made by various 
professional and non-professional writers in the fields of educa-
tion, guidance and journalism. 
Before the school newspaper can be evaluated in terms of 
its importance, one must first determine just What place it holds 
in the overall school program. 
J. W. Beattiel in "School Publications Present Opportunities 
Unlimited", says this about the school newspaper: 
Most thoroughly educational of all extra-
curricular activities •••• more stimulating to mental 
growth, if properly controlled, than any classroom 
teaching. 
This is what Journalist Lambert Greenawalt2 in his book, 
School Press Management and Style, states about the role of the 
9. 
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ortuniti.es Unlimited." 
2Greenawalt, Lambert. School Press Managei!Bnt and Style. New 
York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc. 1930. p. 9. 
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school newspaper in the education program. 
The school press is not an extra-curricular 
but an allied-curricular activity, with both aca-
demic and vocational values. 
Another writer, Carl G. Miller1 in High School Reporting 
and Editing, makes the following analogy: 
Both high school and college newspapers serve 
their institutions as house organs serve their 
organizations. 
In speaking of the importance of the school newspapar to 
school administrators, J. Russell Boner2 in his article, "Do 
Publications Need Overhauling?" says: 
The administration is led to scrutinize school 
courses, activities, and policies more critically 
in the light of this publicity, and to justify, 
modify, or eliminate where necessary. 
This latter statement is most significant because it is 
proof that the school newspaper, which is student written and 
edited, can and does influence the administration into con-
sidering a re-evaluation of the school1 s curricula and policies 
periodically. If we are to have a functional educational demo-
cracy, it is essential that the students be free to express 
themselves regarding the strengths and weaknesses of certain 
1Miller, Carl G. High School Reporting and Editing.. New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc. 1929. P. 27. 
2Boner, J. Russell. "Do Publications Need Overhauling?" School 
Activities. (May 1940). p. 364. 
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school policies, courses, and activities which, although estab-
lished for their benefit, might have become outdated because of 
new educational trends. 
SCHOOL NEWSPAPERS PRESENT VALUABLE GUIDANCE POSSIBILITIES 
Guidance educators seem to have neglected the school news-
paper as being one of the best instruments for activating a 
guidance program within a community. The guidance of pupils in 
the community is a cooperative undertaking, not a task for the 
school alone. Community citizens and agencies are sometimes slow 
to cooperate with the school in its efforts to aid pupils to make 
adjustments. Obviously, the school must take the initiative in 
creating an interested and informed community. 
Many techniques have been employed by educators in the spread-
ing of proper school publicity, but the school newspaper seems to 
have escaped their attention. However, Hamrin and Erickson1 in 
their book, Guidance in the Seconda;r School, indicate this in 
their analysis of guidance through extra-curricular activities. 
They say that the school newspaper is the most valuable extra-
curricular activity, and that it can greatly aid the guidance 
program by having articles about orientation, school government, 
colleges, and occupations of graduates. 
lHamrin, Shirley A. and Clifford E. Erickson. Guidance in the 
Secondary School. New York: D. Appleton-Century Company. 
1939. P. 183. ' li ), 
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The most revealing statement regarding the value of the 
school newspaper as an organ for the dissemination of guidance 
can be found in Chisholm1 s1 book entitled, Guiding Youth in 
Secondary Schools. 
The high school newspaper furnishes an excel-
lent medium through which students may receive 
guidance information. Its possibilities in this 
respect, however, have caught the vision of only 
a few guidance workers. There are two major ways 
in which the school newspaper can serve the guid-
ance needs. In the first place, the paper should 
give a balanced and well-rounded view of school 
life •••• 
There is a second way in which the school news-
paper should serve tm guidance need. It should 
contain a guidance section, and since guidance is 
conceived as a continuing service, there should 
be a guidance section in each issue of the paper. 
Another value placed on the school newspaper is the state-
ment made by John F. Brunett2 in his article, "Student News-
papers Mean High Morale." 
Once extra-curricular, student newspapers are 
now included by most authorities L~ modern cur-
ricula. Aside from the value of giving students 
a voice and developing in them a collective per-
sonality to raise morale, the newspaper stands 
as an efficient method of instruction. 
lchisholm, Leslie L. Guiding Youth in the Secondary Schools. 
New York: American Book Company. 1945. P. 114. 
2Brundett, John F. 
School Activities. 
11 Student Newspapers Mean High Morale." 
(March 1948). p. 222. 
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For the student who works on his school's 
ne~paper there is the opportunity of work 
experience which is being stressed today. 
Talents for constructive leadership can be 
developed in the student as he attacks the 
problem of his world and writes about them 
for his reader-not to mention the value of 
self-expression in itself. 
M. D. Cromer1 in his article, "School Paper Takes the 
Initiative in Creating Special Services," says this about the 
guidance value of a school ne~paper. 
Thinking high school students are inter-
ested in ways to make a living, The Booster, 
the weekly publication of the Pittsburg, 
Kansas, staff made a survey of the occupa-
tional interests of pupils in school, classi-
fied the results, and conducted weekly inter-
views wit.h successful peopJe in the fields 
most popular with the young readers •••• 
As a service to the school and the co~ 
munity a reporter interviews the city health 
officer every tiD weeks, showing the state 
of health existing in the city and making . 
recommendations for control and prevention 
of disease to students, teachers and parents. 
The school newspaper is an excellent means by which a 
student may broaden occupational horizons through an avoca-
tional pursuit. Gertrude Forrester2 in her book, Methods of 
Vocational Guidance, writes: 
lcromer, M. D. "School Paper Takes the Initiative in Creating 
Special Services." The Clearing House. (April 1946) 
PP• 495-6. 
2Forrester, Gertrude, Methods of Vocational Guidance. Boston: 
D. C. Heath and Company. 1944. p. 143. 
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A school publication serves to enrich 
shorthand, typewriting, and office practice 
classwork. The preparation of a weekly 
mimeographed school paper, or a section of 
it, proviqes e.xperiences far exploratory 
activities in many fields. The news gather-
ing, advertising campaign, collection of 
commercial advertisements, stenciling, 
mimeographing, collating, circulation, and 
distribution afford excellent opportunities 
for exploration in the field of business 
and clerical occupations. 
The most effective use of a school paper 
for vocational guidance purposes is not to 
impart specific occupational information but 
to arouse interest in extending an organized 
program of vocational guidance in the schools. 
G. Evelyn Rohr and Dorothy Speer~ guidance counselors at 
Paterson Park High School, Baltimore, Maryland, co-authored an 
enlightening article entitled, 11The Guidance Service Uses the 
School Newspapertt in which they state about the school news-
paper: 
The Guidance Department makes the Press its 
herald of innovations.... Students and faculty 
alike have come to the Guidance Department for 
further information regarding articles in the 
school paper. 
The writers went on to say that the types of guidance 
articles included in the school paper 'N:lre: college opportuni-
ties, occupational information, new curricular offerings, and 
statistical information about local employment trends. 
laohr, G. E. and D. Speer. 
Newspaper. 11 Occupations. 
11Guidance Service Uses the School 
(March 1948). P. 363. 
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RELATED STUDIES 
The writer £ound only three pieces o£ research that had 
any direct bearing on the subject at hand. One o£ trese was: 
a Master's thesis by William P. Matthias1 • Mr. Matthias made 
an excellent study o£ 270 high school newspapers throughout the 
United States £or guidance content. According to his criteria 
£or selection o£ data, he subdivided the newspaper content into 
educational, vocational, and personal guidance types o£ articles. 
A summarization o£ his conclusions showed: 
1. There were 553 articles £ound pertaining to guidance 
with an average o£ two articles per paJ:er. 
2. Curriculum articles "Were most frequent with Graduates 
and Occupational In£ormation second and third respective~. 
These three classi£ications included about half o£ all the 
articles. 
3. There were no articles £ound pertaining specifical~ 
to personality. 
4. There were approximately twice as many News-Notice type 
articles as Feature-Editorial. 
5. There was very little guidance content value in the 
15. 
Ii Curriculum, Graduates, and Occupational In£ormation articles. 
I! 
1: 
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luatthias, William P. "An Analysis o£ High School Newspapers 
£or Guidance Content." Unpublished Master• s Thesis, Boston 
University. 1949. 61 pp. 
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6. The number of articles per paper was fairly constant 
when compared with either the size of tle schools or tle sections 
of the country. 
7. Neither the section of the country nor the school siz.e 
affected the comparative frequency of articles in various guid-
ance categories. 
This thesis is somewhat of a parallel study to that conducted 
by Mr. Matthias, and there is no doubt in the mind of the writer 
that many similar conclusions will result from this study. How-
ever, in all fairness to his stuqy, this thesis is more compre-
hensive in that the writer intends to survey all the content 
found in the school newspapers to be studied. The writer also 
intends to show a comparison between guidance and non-guidance 
articles per se plus suggestions on how the newspapers can serve 
effectively as guidance instruments. 
The second piece of research having any direct relationship 
with this thesis was a study of newspapers among 18 high schools 
in western Pellllsylvania by Earl E. Bennett.l Mr. Bennett selected 
only four-page, printed bi-weekly papers from schools with en-
rollments of 1,000 pupils or fewer. He requested five issues 
from each of the 18 schools--a total of 90 issues. 
~nnett, Earl E. 11What High School Pupils Read in School Papers". 
School Review. (December 1932). pp 772-80. 
!I 
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He classified the content data into 13 categories as 
i'ollows: "Humor, Athletics, Personals, Illustrations, Social 
News, News Stories, Feature Stories, Correspondence, Alumni, 
Exchanges, Editorials, Useful Information, and Fiction." Tq 
ascertain what the students liked most or least in the news-
papers, he sent a checklist, based on his 13 categories, around 
to several classes after the classes had read the school paper. 
A summary of his conclusions included: 
1. Humor ranked highest for every class and for both sexes. 
Others were: Athletic News, Personals, Illustrations, Social 
News, and News Stories in that order. 
2. Read least -were: Exchanges, Useful Information, and 
Fiction respectively. 
3. Pupils read and showed a greater interest in present 
and future events than in the past events. 
4. Feature stories aroused interest in high school plays, 
concerts, operettas, etc. 
5. Fiction is of little interest. 
6. Exchanges are also uninteresting. 
Although Mr. Bennett did not mention anything specifically 
about guidance, it is significant to note that "Useful Informa-
tion" is read least. This indicates that either such ini'ormation 
is not being presented attractively and adequately or that the 
guidance concept has not included the use of the school paper as 1/ 
ll 
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a fUnctional guidance inStrument for imparting useful information. 
The third and final research material ~ich the writer found 
most helpful in his own thesis was a study made by Troy A. 
Snyder, 1 of, the members of one entire community as to What they 
read in the school paper. The study was made at Harbor High 
School, Ashtabula, Ohio, a six-year high school enrolling 650 
pupils. This four-page weekly entitled, The Mariner, which is 
edited and published by the journalism class and printed in their 
ovm work shop, is published and distributed free of charge to 
each of the 1400 homes in tre school district. 
Mr. Snyder's conclusions gives us a good indication of a 
scholastic publication's importance in a community: 
1. From the data presented, the justifiable 
conclusion is that the school paper is a very 
effective instrument. Parents, patrons, pupils, 
and teachers all showed considerable interest in 
the contents of the paper studied. Only one of 
the topics, the editorial section, was noticeably 
lacking in appeal to persons for whom it was 
written. 
2. The paper was widely and intensely read 
by t:t.e entire community. This evidence of in-
terest on the part of the comnru.nity more than 
justified the method of distributing the paper. 
The data indicated that the parents and patrons 
read the school paper more intensely than did the 
pupils. 
1Snyder, Troy A. "What Does the Community Read in tre School 
Paper?" School Review. (November 1933). p. 2L4-46. 
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3. Certain topics, such as honor roll, humor, 
pictures and cuts, the Old Mariner column, school-
club news, and athletic news, appealed strongly to 
all groups. Other features, such as the superin-
tendent's bulletiri., library news, editorials, and 
advertising, appealed more stronglY to parents and 
patrons than to pupils. 
4. The interest shown by parents and patrons 
was general and was not confined to material 
written to appeal only to them. 
5. This school paper is undoubtedlY a valu-
able link between the school and the homes of the 
community. It is unusually effective as a means 
of informing the adults of the community about 
the problems and activities of the school. 
Although the preceding comments and opinions expounded by 
the various authors on the importance of the school newspaper 
indicated positive educational and guidance values, it is evi-
dent that research in the field of school publications in New 
England is still negligible. 
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CHAPTER III 
METHOD OF PROCEDURE 
SELECTION OF SCHOOLS 
Most New England high schools publish some form of school 
publication. However, the writer purposely made no attempt to 
discover just the schools publishing a school newspaper. The 
reason for this was to ensure a better random selection of school 
newspapers. Furthermore, schools not publishing a school news-
paper would further indicate that New England school guidance 
authorities and administrators put very little value on school 
newspapers as a public relations instrummt. 
Schools selected for this study were taken from Patterson's 
"American Educational Directory." From this list 215 public 
three, four, and six-year type high schools were chosen from 
cities and towns in New England with 7~500 population or more. 
The newspapers chosen included the following types: Letterpress 
(Printed), Mimeographed, Lithographed, and Planographed (Offset). 
NATURE OF' REQUESTS :&ilADE OF SCHOOLS 
A letter was sent to the 215 schools requesting a copy of 
their school newspaper. It was written with a view to obtaining 
the earliest and largest return. There was no specific refer-
ence made of the intended use of the paper because the writer 
coc-.-::~.c=-=-r.=-===== 
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felt that if an explanation were made the returns might be 
selective and thereby distort the findings. 
The following is a copy of the letter sent to the schools 
selected and addressed to the Faculty Advisor of the sdlool 
newspaper: 
Dear Sir~ 
As one phase of a thesis study which I am conducting at 
Boston University, I am planning to review and classify 
selected kinds of articles found in public high school 
newspapers in New England. 
I wouJd appreciate it very much if you would send me a 
copy of the most recent available issue of your school 
newspaper for inclusion in this study. 
A stamped, self-addressed envelope is enclosed for your 
convenience. Any charge for tm paper or service w.i..ll 
be promptly remitted on request. 
Sincerely yours, 
S/ Charles F. Seaverns, Jr. 
Charles F. Seaverns, Jr. 
CRITERIA FOR SELECTION OF NEWSPAPER CONTENT 
As previously stated by the writer regarding the related 
studies, this study is somewhat parallel to that made by Mr. 
Matthias1• The principal difference lies in the fact that Mr. 
Matthias' study was an analysis of school newspapers for guid-
ance content only, whereas this study is more comprehensive in 
1Matthias, Op. Cit. 
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that the writer intends to analyze the overall content found in 
the school newspapers. 
The problem of selecting criteria for analyzing the papers 
was the most difficult task because of not knowing just what to 
include under guidance headings. A preliminary study of the 
school papers definitely showed that most articles could not be 
clearly and positively categorized under guidance per se. 
A few very important .factors regarding the difference be-
tween curricular and cocurricular activities were brought out 
by Erickson and Smithl. in their book, Organization and Adminis-
tration of Guidance Services, which were helpful in aiding the 
writer to better objectively classif.y the newspaper content. 
The authors stated that: 
The curricular and co-curricular programs in 
the school are not to be regarded as guidance ac-
tivities, per se, but their important place in 
the guidance program should not be overlooked •••• 
Obviously, classroom intruction, clubs, athletics, 
and student government organizations are not guid-
ance activities but are, on the contrary, instruc-
tional and extraclass activities •••• The charge has 
sometimes been made that guidance worl!ers would 
ascribe all educational activity to the guidance 
program and thus leave nothing to which other func-
tionaries in education could lay claim •••• The ten-
dency of some to encompass all non-instructional 
activities, per se, in the guidance program tends 
to confuse the real functions and objectives of 
the guidance program. 
~rickson, Clifford E. and Glenn E. Smith. Organization and 
Administration of Guidance Services. New York: McGraw-Hill 
Book Company, Inc. p. 173. 
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The problem of selecting adequate criteria for categorizing II 
non-guidance articles found in the newspapers was made a bit 
easier by further research into the subject of newspaper content. 
In a manual edited by Lambert Greenawalt1, he defined very clearly 
and concisely the objectives arrl scope of newspaper content. 
A newspaper vbich serves its purpose (1) anti-
cipates and announces future events and plans; 
(2) records current happenings and projects; and {3) evaluates in perspective the impact of inci-
dents and experiences which have already taken 
place, or are about to take pJa. ce. Its content 
{other than advertising) may be organized in four 
general classifications: news, sports, features, 
and editorial matter. 
Mr. Greenawalt next defines the four general classifications: 
The news department is concerned with keep-
ing the readers infarm:ld concerning all phases 
of school life, presenting not only what the 
readers want but also lfh.at they need to know--
curricular as well as allied-curricular in-
formation, official announcements, general 
school news, alumni achievements, class and 
club news, items of interest concerning all 
school personnel (students, faculty, adminis-
trators) and other personalities whose actions 
or ideas concern or influence student thought 
and action--all is news for a school publica-
tion. In short, the news department presents 
a timely, accurate, fair, clear picture of 
the life in a school-community as it develops. 
The sports department serves the same pur-
pose for activity in the field of both competi-
tive and non-competitive intra-mural and extra-
mural games and athletics. The scope of material 
lnreenawalt, Lambert. "School Newspaper Fundanentals .. " New York: 
Columbia Scholastic Press Association. 1948. pp. 19-20. 
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devoted to this area of school life is determined 
by its proportionate value and importance in the 
general school program. 
The features department gives character and 
personality to a publication. It includes 
material that interprets and evaluates what 
the school is and does and shows how effect-
ively it achieves its aims •••• Features pro-
vide an outlet for the product of the creative 
mind of the school. 
Editorials constitute the medium through 
which student opinion can be expressed. They 
should serve to analyze problems, inform, in-
fluence, crusade and, occasionally, to enter-
tain. 
Fortified by the comments made by the previous two writers 
plus the comments contained in the review of literature, the 
criteria for selection will include that which the writer de-
finitely finds in the newspaper content as being of guidance 
value with the remaining articles considered as being non-
guidance in both intent as well as value. This is not to imply 
that non-guidance articles have no educational value; but, on 
the contrary, that non-guidance information is very essential 
in the school newspaper due to the variance among readers' in-
terests. The following criteria will be used for analysis pur-
poses of both guidance and non-guidance content found in the 
school newspapers solicited for this thesis. 
GUIDANCE CONTENT 
ORIENTATION. Articles in this section will include those 
II 
I 
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i: pertaining to school facilities, policies, rules and regulations 
II 
II governing program schedules and attendance, and any information 
i 
1; to aid student orientation, expecially incoming Freshmen, con-
!1 cerning school "atmosphere" and its embodying worthy curricular 
!i 
and extra-curricular activities. 
CO-CURRICULUM. Preliminary study showed that most news-
paper articles pertain to co-curricular activities. This sec-
tion will emphasize articles containing either direct or implied 
references to group guidance values. 
EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION AND TRAINING. This section will 
include articles pertaining to the value of a good school re-
cord; techniques on how to study effectively; the value of a 
good attendance record; and any references to higher education 
concerning information about entrance requirements to colleges 
and universities, technical schools, business schools, nursing 
schools and Armed Forces schools. Material on scholarships 
and competitive examinations for higher educational institutions 
will also be included. Alumni follow-up studiE;lS pertaining to 
education will also be included. 
EDUCATIONAL PLANNING. Articles in this section will in-
elude those pertaining to student educational plans regarding 
work-study-play programs based on their ability, interest, 
socio-economic background, and opportunities. 
--,;_:;_·-=-"'-"" ·--'-'-·=-.;_· _________ .-
VOCATIONAL PUNNING. To help the student secure knowledge 
of various occupations is important. This is the most important 
part of a good educational plan. Articles informing student. s 
about the criteria for judging an occupation; the need for 
understanding their own vocational interests and aptitudes; 
information about the appreciation of work; inspiration in 
work; knowledge about fields of work; job skills needed for 
various types of work; economic factors pertaining to labor 
laws and labor organizations; and the awareness of social change 
will be included in this section. 
OCCUPATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES AND TRENDS. If a student is to 
make a wise occupational choice, he will need to have informa-
tion about the vocations which are found in present-day society. 
Articles in this category will deal with specific information 
about major job fields and their related component occupations 
which ~11 enable the student to visualize clear~ the eire~ 
stances he would be under if employed in a particular occupa-
tion. Sources of occupational information and follow-up studies 
on graduates pertaining to occupational inforzmtion will also be 
included. Artie~ s discussing career days, vocational movies, 
vocational assemblies, and field trips to industries will also 
be part of this category. 
JOB GETTING. Articles discussing the techniques of job 
getting will come under this heading. Subjects to be considered 
26. 
will include the need for doing an occupational survey; the 
need for self-analYsis; how to conduct yourself on an interview; 
and selling yourself to a prospective employer through the bus-
iness letter and personal profile method. 
INDIVIDUAL ANALYSIS. This section will primarilY deal 
with articles that contain information on how the iniividual 
student may become acquainted with himself. Subjects will in-
elude financial possibilities and limitations; mental habits 
and personality; lmowledge; health and physical potentialities; 
abilities; interests, aptitudes, and habits. Both individual 
and group tests will be discussed in this important need for 
self-understanding by students. 
AVOCATIONS AND LEISURE. Information pertaining to how stu-
dents obtain part-time work experience; types of part-time jobs 
held by students; hobbies engaged in by students; the mean-
ing and importance of play and relaxation; and community youth-
serving organizations ~11 be considered in this section. 
PERSONAL APPEARANCE. This section will report any articles 
dealing with the important problem of personal neatness includ-
ing proper wearing-apparel for teen-agers. 
SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT. Articles under this heading will con-
tain those discussing such topics as social etiquette of students 
in school, at home, or in the community. Other topics will 
< 
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include articles on courtesy; kindness; tolerance; parental 
relations; the importance of service; boy and girl relations;, 
dating; and the meaning of popularity. 
STUDENT MORALE. Because of its guidance significance in-
formation about school spirit, esprit de corps, loyalty, group 
consciousness of belonging will be included in this section. 
NON-GUrruL~CE CONTENT 
SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY. Articles pertaining to school tradi-
tion, honors and awards, improvements to the buil~g; curri-
culum and classroom instruction; student governmmt; assembly 
programs; coming events; official announcenents by the admi.ni-
stration; and community news concerning the school will be in-
eluded in this section. 
SOCIAL NEWS. This section will contain all articles per-
taining to such school functions as school-sponsored dances, 
proms~ and youth canteen affairs. 
SCHOOL CLUBS. Information about school clubs such as the 
Glee Club, Debating Club, Science Club, Language Clubs, Radio 
Club, Literary Club (School Newspaper, Magazine, Annual), 
Dramatic Club, and Photography Club will be contained under 
this heading. 
CLASS NOTES. Articles relating to tre activities of the 
Senior, Junior, Sophomore, Freshman Classes will comprise this 
category. 
28. 
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PERSJNALS. Information concerning students, faculty, and 
administrators as recipients of special honors and awards as "fell 
as brief biographical s:ke tches about them will be included in 
this section. 
SCHOOL SPORTS. Articles selected for this category will 
contain information about the inter-scholastic and intra-mural 
competition for both boys and girls and general sports news. 
ALUMNI. Graduate listings including news about graduates 
in the Armed Forces will be under this heading. 
FEATURES. News-features relating information about the 
school band and orchestra, operettas and concerts; Senior Class 
Play; and criticisms of records and disc jockeys, theater pro-
ductions, and movies will be included in this section. 
HUMOR. Whether expressed in words or pictorially, humor 
has a definite place in the school newspaper. This section will 
include such topics as original jokes, puns, 11 daffy-nitions," 
"Did You Know" columns, invented absurdities, funny cartoons 
and illustrations. 
GOSSIP. Preliminary study of the newspapers revealed that 
many articles pertained to gossip as well as gossip columns. 
Mr. Greenawalt1 , 'Who is Chairman for Standards and Judging for 
the Columbia Scholastic Press Association, s~s this about gossip: 
1 Idem, p.21 
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Gossip columns in school papers are collecti.ons 
of tidbits relating chiefly to the 'love affairs' 
of boys and girls and are nearly always written under 
the cloak of anonymity. The defenders of such col-
umns say they are popular, spicy, interesting, fun, 
eagerly-looked-for and eagerly read, normal qy-
products of co-ed schools, and good bait for sub-
scriptions. Those who do not favor such material 
feel that it is often in poor taste-even malicious 
and libelous, to the ex:ten t of damaging the repu-
tation of students, faculty advisors, school and 
community. Therefore, in the opinion of gossip-
column opponents, such drivel is a waste of space 
that could be devoted to worth-vtlile, creative 
literary efforts. 
The Columbia Scholastic Press Association feels 
that such columns have no place in a good school 
newspaper. 
This section was purposely chosen as one proof that school 
newspapers are not being used for guidance dissemination or as 
a sound public relations instrun:ent. 
LITERARY. This section will contain articles pertaining 
to short stories, book reviews, essays, and poetry. 
EDITORIALS. Student opinion expressed through this medium 
will include articles concerned with clarifying the thinking of 
the newspaper's readers on matters that concern them and with 
indicating the ideal course of action or reaction in a given 
situation. 
.30. 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR. Correspondence from readers express-
ing tha ir feelings about tt2 content; makeup; and policies of 
the school newspapers will be placed in this category. 
====--=-------=-==---------o=======-=-=--==-- C:-~-=~·-'=-== 
EXCHANGES. Any references made to the exchanging of news-
papers from one school to another will be included in this sec-
tion. 
In surveying the school newspapers for guidance and non-
guidance content as outlined in the criteria above, the writer 
would like it understood that every effort will be made to 
analyze the content as objectively as possible keeping in mind 
the student writers' intentions. 
CLASSIFICATION AND TREATMENT OF NEV5PAPER DATA 
The newspapers used in this study are to be analyzed in 
several ways. In tre first place articles are to be typed as 
being either guidance or non-guidance in nature. After ascer-
taining the total number of articles in each category, they 
will be further classified as to whether they are primarily news 
items or editorial and feature type articles. All newspapers 
will be analyzed according to geographic area, size of school, 
papers returned, type and frequency of articles pertaining to 
guidance and non-guidance, total number of articles in each 
category, per cent of the total, and comparison between guidance 
and non-guidance articles per category by per cents. School 
enrollment figures are broken into three categories: Small 
(Under Soo), Medium (S00-1,000), and Large (Over 1,000). Pro-
vision was also made to include the actual returns by the cities 
31. 
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and towns in New England as well as an analysis of returns by 
states and school enrollment. As result of the major findings, 
the writer intends to recommend some methods on how school news-
parers can serve more effectively as guidance instruments. 
No attempt has been made to conclude that school size is a 
factor in determining the effectiveness of tre parer as a guid-
ance instrument. It is felt that the socio-economic and poli-
tical fabric of the community is a more significant factor in 
judging a school publication in this respect. 
The tables pertaining to guidance articles of both the news 
and editorial-feature types and totals are established under 
tha following main headings: Educational, Vocational, and 
Personal. The following sub-headings appear under Educational: 
Orientation, Co-Curricular, Educational Information and Training, 
arid Educational Planning. Under Vocational appear the following 
I 
sub-headings: Vocational Planning, Occupational Opportunities 
and Trends, and Job Getting. The sub-headings under Personal 
include: Individual Analysis, Avocations and Leisure, Personal 
Appearance, Social Adjustment and Student Morale. 
Articles pertaining to non-guidance will be arranged under 
the following main headings: News and Sports and Editorials 
and Features. The sub-headings under News and Sports are as 
follows: School and Community, Social Ne~, School Clubs, 
32. 
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Class Notes, Personals, School Sports, and Alumni. The sub-
headings under Editorials and Features will include: Features, 
Humor, Gossip, Literary, Editorials, Letters to the Editor, and 
Exchanges. 
Since the master table thus formed from the criteria for 
selection is too large to be included on this paper, the informa-
tion will therefore be presented through a discussion of the 
several tables into which the aforementioned data logically falls. 
~=cc_-,o==.#---·-
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CHAP'l'ER IV 
MAJOR FINDINGS 
SCHOOLS PARTICIPATING IN THE STUDY 
PRESENTED BY GEOGRAPHIC AREA AND BY SIZE OF SCHOOL 
Table I shows tl:a t 21.5 newspapers were requested from cities 
and towns throughout the New England States. One hundred news-
papers were received for a 47 per cent return. It is interest-
ing to note that out of 100 newspapers received; Boston vd th 
18 public high schools contributed only one newspaper to the 
study. In the case of Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Connec-
ticut where 31 newspapers were requested from high schools in 11 
34. 
major cities, the returns were as follows: Cambridge, 2 requested, 
none returned, no per cent; Lynn, 3 requested, none returned, no 
per cent; Springfield, 3 requested, 2 returned, 66.7 per cent; 
Worcester, 4 requested, 1 returned, 2.5 per cent; Pawtucket, 2 
requested, 1 returned, .50 per cent; Providence, 4 requested, 1 
returned, 2.5 per cent; Bridgeport, 3 requested, 2 returned, 66.7 
per cent; Middletown, 2 requested, 2 returned, 100 per cent; 
Hartford, 3 requested, 3 returned, 100 p9r cent; New Haven, 2 
requested, 1 returned, .50 per cent; and Waterbury, 3 requested, 
3 returned, 100 per cent. Sixteen newspapers were received from i 
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TABlE I. AN ANALYSIS OF NEWSPAPER RETURNS BY NEW ENGlAND STATES, 
I 
I 
STATES, CITIES 
and TGWNS 
MAINE 
Auburn 
Augusta 
Bangor 
Bath 
Biddeford 
Lewiston 
Old Town 
Portland 
Presque Isle 
Rockland 
Rumford 
Sanford 
South Portland 
Waterville 
·westbrook 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Berlin 
Claremont 
Concord 
Dover 
Keene 
Laconia 
ManclE ster 
Nashua 
Portsmouth 
Rochester 
West :Mancjlester II 
II 
I
I VERMONT 
Barre 
11 Brattleboro 
li Bur ling ton 
il II Montpelier 
i! Rutland 
CITIES AND TOWNS 
Papers 
Requested 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
II 
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Papers 
Returned 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
%Returned 
100 
100 
100 
100 
0 
100 
0 
100 
0 
0 
100 
100 
100 
100 
0 
100 
100 
100 
0 
0 
0 
100 
0 
100 
0 
0 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
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STATES, CITlES 
and TOWNS 
MASSACHUSETTS 
Adams 
Amesbury 
Amherst 
Andover 
Arlington 
Athol 
Attleboro 
Auburn 
Barnstable 
Belmont 
Beverly 
Billerica 
Boston 
Brockton 
Brookline 
Cambridge 
Chelmsford 
Chelsea 
Clinton 
Concord 
Danvers 
Dartmouth 
Dedham 
Dracut 
East Hampton 
Everett 
Fairhaven 
Fall River 
Fitchburg 
Framingham 
Gardner 
Gloucester 
Greenfield 
Haverhill 
Hingham 
Holyoke 
Hudson 
Lawrence 
Lexington 
TABLE I. CONTINUED 
Papers 
Requested 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
18 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Papers 
Returned 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
1 
36. 
% Returned 
100 
0 
100 
0 
100 
100 
0 
100 
0 
100 
100 
0 
5.5 
0 
100 
0 
0 
0 
100 
100 
0 
0 
100 
0 
0 
0 
0 
100 
0 
100 
0 
0 
100 
100 
0 
100 
0 
100 
100 
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TABLE I. CONTINUED 
STATES, CITIES Papers Papers 
and TOWNS Requested Returned % Returned 
I· Lowell 1 1 100 
II Ludlow 1 1 100 li Lynn 3 0 0 !! I 
II Malden 1 1 100 
li 
Marblehead 1 1 100 
Marlboro 1 0 0 
!I Medford 1 0 0 
II Melrose 1 1 100 
!I Methuen 1 0 0 I 
I! 
Millbury 1 0 0 
j! 
Milton 1 0 0 
Natick 1 1 100 
Needham 1 0 0 
II New Bedford 1 1 100 
.[ Newburyport 1 0 0 I Newton 1 1 100 
I: North Adams 1 0 0 !: 
Northampton 1 0 0 
North Attleboro 1 1 100 
Northbridge 1 0 0 
North Quincy 1 1 100 
Norwood 1 0 0 
Peabody 1 0 0 
Pittsfield 1 0 0 
Plymouth 1 0 0 
Quincy 1 0 0 
Randolph 1 0 0 
Reading 1 0 0 
Revere 1 0 0 
Rockland 1 0 0 
Salem 1 0 0 
I• Saugus 1 0 0 il Shrewsbury 1 1 100 
I' Somerset 1 0 0 II i! Somerville 1 0 0 
li Southbridge 1 0 0 
I' South Hadley 1 1 100 ,,
66.7 !i Springfield 3 2 !I 
i! Stoneham 1 0 0 
Stoughton 1 0 0 
Swampscott 1 0 0 
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TABIE I. CONTINUED 
II 
'I _ STATES, CITIES Papers Papers 1. !I and TOWNS Requested Returned % Returned 
/I 
II CONNECTICUT II 
lj Ansonia l 0 0 
I Bridgeport 3 2 66.7 
I Bristol l l 100 
I Danbury l 0 0 
Darien l l 100 
Derby l l 100 
East Hartford l l 100 
Fairi'ield l l 100 
Greenwich l l 100 
Hamden l l 100 
Hartford 3 3 100 
Meriden l l 100 
I Middletown 2 2 100 
I Milford 1 0 0 Naugatuck l l 100 
I New Britain 1 1 100 
li 
New Haven 2 1 50 
Newington l 0 0 I! Norwalk 1 0 0 
li Plainville 1 1 100 
'r Rockville 1 1 100 II 
I Shelton l 0 0 
,I Stamford 1 l 100 _, H 
., Stonington 1 1 100 ii 
I Stratford 1 0 0 I 
! Torrington l 1 100 
II 
Wallingford 1 1 100 
Waterbury 3 3 100 
Watertown 1 0 0 
I West Hartford 1 0 0 
I West Haven 1 l 100 
Westport l 0 0 
Willimantic l 0 0 
TOTALS 215 100 47 
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the 31 high schools solicited from the aforementioned ll major 
cities for a return of 51.6 :t=er cent. This corresponds very 
closely to the overall return of 47 per cent. 
Further information pertaining to the newspapers received 
from various high schools throughout New England is indicated in 
Table II. This table shows an analysis of newspaJBr returns from 
New England high schools according to size of schools. 
TABLE II. AN ANALYSIS OF NEWSPAPER RETURNS BY NEW ENGLAND STATES, 
AND BY SIZE OF SCHOOLS 
~ SIZE OF SCHOOL '"C1 P.'U e NEW ENGLAND C1l Q) P..+l 
STATES U) Small Medium Large .f3 ....-iQ) 
C1l ;::j (Under (500 - (Over Total Q) +10' p:: 0 Q) 500) 1000) 1000) 'c!ll.. E-4P:: 
MAINE 1.5 1 7 2 10 67 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 11 0 4 1 5 45 
VERMONT 5 1 3 l 5 100 
MASSACHUSETTS 122 8 16 18 42 35 
RHODE ISLAND 21 5 3 2 10 48 
CONNECTICUT 41 5 6 17 28 68 
TOTALS 215 20 39 41 100 47 
Vermont was the only state with a 100 per cent return with 
Connecticut and Maine indicating 68 and 67 per cent returns 
respectively. Rhode Island, New Hampshire, and Massachusetts 
fol1awed in that order. It is significant that out of 122 
I 
"--·--~-- -~ .... 
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., 
Massachusetts high schools solicited, only 42 newspapers were 
'I 
received for a 35 per cent return. This is a definite indication il II 
that Massachusetts administrators place little value on school 
newspapers as an educational instrument. The 100 newspapers 
received were distributed among 20 small schools, 39 medium, 
and 41 large public high schools in New England. 
Table III gives a more detailed description of the total 
returns from the various sized schools participating in the 
study. This table shows that the 215 high schools selected for 
the study were divided according to school size. There were 49 
small, 86 medium, and 80 large. The distribution of newspapers 
returned from the various sized schools were as follows:- 49 
small schools solicited, 20 newspap3rs received, 40.8 per cent 
return; 86 medium schools solicited, 39 newspapers received, 
45.3 per cent return; and 80 large schools solicited, 41 news-
papers received, 51.2 per cent return. Thirty-five school news-
paper advisors courteously returned the writer 1 s letter of re-
quest with a note stating, 11Sorry, we do not publish a school 
newspaper •••• n Although the letter of request specifically 
asked for a copy of their school newspaper, 16 schools sent a 
copy of their school magazine. Sixty-four schools failed to 
respond to the request. This made a grand total of 151 re-
sponses composed of 100 school newspapers for the study, 35 
returned letters of request marked 11 No Paper11 , and 16 magazines 
I 
ijl 
' 
il 
===lit== '-------.,=-c_-
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I 
not to be included in the study. This made a total return of 70 
il 
I 
per cent out of 215 high schools selected as compared ~th a 47 
per cent return on just the newspapers received for this stu~. 
I 
1 TABLE III. AN ANALYSIS OF TOTAL RETURNS TO THE STUDY BY NEW 
I
I ENGLAND STATES AND BY SIZE OF SCHOOLS 
!====~==~=====+================~========~~==I 
i SIZE OF SCHOOL .i;a I 
~ +-----~------~-------r------r------+----~ ~ ~ lfapers !Papers Letters Maga- ~chools Total : 
I NEW 
I 
ENGLAND 
STATES 
I ME. 
I
I N.H. 
VT. 
MASS. 
R.I. I CONN. 
~ ~ sted !Returned Returned zines ~ot No. of :E ~ 
g' Marked Res- Res- ..., S 
P:: ''No pending ponses H ..., Pa~r11 ~ 2! 
"0 r-1 ~-----+-------+------~----~~----~----~ ~ ~ ~ E ..., 
m, a> ft...f 
J..t P:! 0 
:s~~ 
15 2 11 2 1 7 2 1 1 0 0 0 c 0 3 0 2 8 2 6 7 80 
11 1 8 2 o 4 1 1 4 1 o o c o o o 1 8 2 45IIDC 
5 1 3 J 1 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 C 0 0 0 1 3 liJ.oO~CD 
122 2 7 5o 4; a 16 18 7 B B o 6 s 12 20 JO 15 3o 35 35 6c 
21 9 5 'i 5 3 2 0 0 3 0 0 ] 4 2 1 5 3 6 48 66 
41 9 9 23 5 6 17 0 0 1 0 0 c 4 3 5 5 6 18 68 77 
'-------4----~------+-------~----~------~----~------~~--1 
I 
i 
TOTALS 
49 86 80 20 39 41 9 13 13 0 6 10~0 28 J6 29 58 64 
~---------+------4-----~----~~----+------1147 70 
215 100 35 16 64 151 
This was most gratifying to the writer because it indicated 
that, for the most part, the majority of the schooJs were interested 
in such a study. It is even more significant because the letter 
i of request sent to the 215 high schools selected did not specifi-
/ I 
I I ~c~"tc~~~~~~~~-·= ==· ---=-=·-·:c-=--= ====~===--=o-.. = ==~=ii=oc=c·==""·"'"-'"-"-"::--·, 
II II 
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cally state the purpose to which the school newspa~rs would be 
used. 
NUMBER AND TYPES OF GUimNCE ARTICLES 
INCLUDED IN SCHOOL NEWSPAPERS 
SHOWN BY CATEGORIES AND BY SIZE OF SCHOOLS 
Table IV shows the total frequency of the types of guidance 
articles found in school newspapers shown by categories and by 
the size of schools. There were 85 articles found in the news-
papers solicited from the small schools, 142 articles from the 
medium siz_e schools, and 176 articles from the large high schools 
for a total of 403 guidance articles. The types of guidance 
articles appearing most frequently irrespective of school size 
were the categories of Educational Information with a total of 
60 articles or 14.8 per cent of the total, Orientation with a 
total of 52 articles or 12.9 per cent of the total, Occupational 
Opportunities and Trends with a total of 43 articles or 10.6 per 
cent of the total, and Social Adjustment with a total of 41 ar-
ticles or 10.1 per cent of the total. 
43. 
Although there is some indication that sane guidance informa-
tion is being disseminated through the mdium of the school paper, 
the table still indicates that practically no emphasis was placed 
on such important guidance categories as Co-curriculum, Educational 
Planning, Vocational Planning, Job Getting, Individual Analysis, 
.I II 
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I 'I TABLE IV. TYPES OF GUIDANCE ARTICLES BY SIZE OF SCHOOLS I' II 
11 
I! SIZE OF SCHOOL 
Jl 
I II TYPES OF (20) (39) (41) Total % GUIDANCE ARTICLES Small Medium Large No. of of 
II (Under (500- (Over Articles Total I 
I 500) 1000) 1000) 
I EDUCATIONAL I 
I Orientation 14 22 16 52 12.9 I 
I Co-Curriculum 5 3 3 11 2.7 
I 
Educational Informatkn 14 25 21 6o 14.8 
and Training 
Educational Planning 5 12 20 37 9.2 
VOCATIONAL 
Vocational Planning 3 11 19 33 8.2 
Occupational Opport- 6 ll 26 43 10.6 
i unities and Trends 
• 
Job Getting 2 2 7 11 2.7 I 
PERSONAL 
I Individual Analysis 6 11 10 27 6.7 
I Avocations and ~ 5 11 15 31 7.6 
I Personal Appearance 9 9 15 33 8.2 
II 
Social Adjustment 12 15 14 41 10.1 
Student Morale 4 10 10 24 5.9 
i 
I TOTALS 85 142 176 403 100. i 
Avocations and Leisure, and Student Morale. 
Table V indicates the frequency of occurrence of the news 
types of guidance articles by size of schools. There were 201 
news types of guidance articles or approxina te ly 50 per cent of 
the total. Under the Educational Guidance section, Educational 
I 
:i 
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II TABLE v. NEWS TYPES OF GUIDANCE ARTICLES BY SIZE OF SCHOOLS I ~ll================F.==============================i' 
SIZE OF SCHOOL 
I TYPES OF GUIDANCE ARTICLES (20) (39) (41) 
Small Medium Large Total % 
(Under (500- (Over No. of of 
I 500) 1000) 1000) Articles Total 
EDUCATIONAL 
Orientation 8 ll ll 30 14.9 
i Co-Curriculum 2 l 2 5 2.5 
I Educational Informa- 7 13 15 35 17.4 
I tion and Training I Educational Planning 2 6 13 21 10.4 
I VOCATIONAL 
I Vocational Planning 2 5 14 21 10.4 I Occupational Opper- 4 6 22 32 15.9 
li tunities and Trends p Job Getting l l 5 7 3.4 
I 
PERSONAL 
I Individual Analysis 2 3 2 7 3.4 I l Avocations and Iei.sme 2 5 10 17 8.4 
II 
Personal Appearance 3 4 7 14 6.9 
Social Adjustment 2 2 3 7 3.4 
I Student Morale l 2 2 5 2.5 
I 
I TOTALS 36 59 106 201 100 I 
! 
I 
I Information and Training showed the largest number of articles 
with a total of 35 or 17.4 per cent of the total. Articles per-
I taining to Orientation appeared second under this section with a 
! total of 30 articles or 14.9 per cent of the total. In the ' 
; 
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46. 
Vocational Guidance section, Occupational Opportunities and Trends 
and Vocational Planning appeared first and second with totals of 
32 and 21 articles respectively or 1.5.9 and 10.4 per cent of the 
totals. There were 17 articles about Avocations and Leisure and 
14 articles about Personal Appearance pertaining to Personal 
Guidance. , The combined per cent of the total for each of these 
categories does not equal that of Educational Inform.at:i. on. The 
above mentioned news types of guidance articles were comparatively 
good from a guidance standpoint regardless of the school size. 
The most valuable guidance information contained in the 
newspapers included in this study was found through an analysis 
of the editorial and feature types of guidance articles as shown 
by Table VI. It is interesting to note that there was only one 
more editorial-feature type article found than news type for a 
total of 202 articles or approximately 50 per cent of the total. 
Heretofor, the large high school newspapers contained most of 
the guidance articles, but Table VI shows that the medium sized 
school newspapers contained 83 editorial~feature types of guid-
ance articles, followed by 70 articles from the large school 
newspapers and 49 articles from the small school newspapers. 
Articles appearing most frequently under their respective guid-
ance sections were Social Adjustment with 34 articles or 16.8 
per cent of the total: Educational Information and Training 
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TABLE VI. EDITORIAL AND FEATURE TYPES OF GUIDANCE ARTICLES BY 
SIZE OF SCHOOLS 
TYPES OF 
GUIDANCE ARTICLES 
EDUCATIONAL 
Orientation 
Co-Curriculum 
Educational Informa-
tion and Training 
Educational Planning 
VOCATIONAL 
Vocational Planning 
Occupational Oppor-
tunities and Trends 
Job Getting 
PERSONAL 
Individual Analysis 
Avocations ar.d Leisure 
Personal Appearance 
Social Adjustment 
Student Morale 
(20) 
Small 
(Under 
500) 
6 
3 
7 
3 
1 
2 
1 
4 
3 
6 
10 
3 
(39) 
Medium 
(500-
1000) 
11 
2 
12 
6 
6 
5 
1 
8 
6 
5 
13 
8 
(41) 
Large 
(Over 
1000) 
5 
1 
6 
7 
5 
4 
2 
8 
5 
8 
11 
8 
Total 
No. of 
Articles 
22 
6 
25 
16 
12 
11 
4 
20 
14 
19 
34 
19 
% 
of 
Total 
10.8 
3.0 
12.3 
7.9 
5.9 
5.4 
2.0 
9.9 
6.9 
9.4 
16.8 
9.4 
TOI'ALS 49 83 70 202 100. 
' ' 
with 25 articles or 12.3 per cent of the total; Orientation 
with 22 articles or 10.8 per cent of the total; Individual 
Analysis with 20 articles or 9.9 per cent of the total; and 
Personal Appearance and Student Morale with 19 articles each 
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for a 9.4 per cent of the total respectively. 
An analysis of the three preceding guidance tables definitely 
indicates that there are unlimited possibilities for the using 
of a school newspaper as a functional educational instrument for 
the dissemination of pertinent guidance information. However, 
administrators, guidance directors, and newspaper advisors have 
not yet accepted the guidance concept sufficiently to realize 
the full potentialities of the school newspaper as a guidance 
tool. This fact will be borne out in the following section on 
the analysis of non-guidance articles contained in New England 
high school newspapers. 
NUMBER AND TYPES OF NON-GUIDANCE ARTICLES 
INCLUDED IN SCHOOL NEWSPAPERS 
SHOWN BY CATEGORIES AND BY SIZE OF SCHOOlS 
The total frequency of the various types of non-guidance 
articles according to school size is shown in Table VII. There 
was a total of 2,593 articles with 562 articles from the small 
school newspapers, 829 articles from the medium school news-
papers and 1,202 articles from the large high school newspapers. 
Articles appearing most frequently were School and Community 
with 503 articles or 19.1 per cent of the total; School Sports 
with 450 articles or 17.3 per cent of the total; Personals with 
401 articles or 15.4 per cent of the total; and Features with 
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TABLE VII. TYPES OF NON-GUIDANCE ARTICLES BY SIZE OF SCHOOLS 
\' 1,1,_!====~======~=====================,. 
SIZE OF SCHOOL 
I; TYPES OF NON-
i! GUIDANCE ARTICLES 
II 
II 
II 
1
1 NEWS AND SPORTS 
>I =-·--::..___,;;.;.:;.;.;;;;.....;;.;;..;;.;;.;.;;...;. li-
n School and Connnuni ty 
1! Social News 
11 School Clubs 
Class Notes 
I 
Personals 
School Sports 
I Alumni 
I EDITORIALS AND FEATURES 
Features 
Humor 
,, 
II 
!] 
Gossip 
Literary 
Editorials 
Letters to the Editor 
Exchanges 
I• 
ll-
TOTALS 
ll 
{20) 
Small 
{Under 
500) 
104 
24 
50 
26 
72 
92 
9 
57 
38 
30 
22 
28 
5 
5 
562 
(39) 
Medium 
{500-
1000) 
170 
51 
5o 
37 
135 
145 
11 
81 
38 
29 
32 
34 
7 
9 
829 
(41) 
Large 
(Over 
1000) 
229 
45 
85 
5o 
194 
213 
15 
188 
46 
25 
27 
62 
14 
9 
1,202 
Total 
No. of 
Article~ 
503 
120 
185 
113 
401 
450 
35 
326 
122 
84 
81 
124 
26 
23 
2,593 
% 
of 
Total 
19.1 
4.6 
7.1 
4.4 
15.4 
17.3 
1.3 
12.5 
4. 7 
3.2 
3.1 
4.8 
1.0 
.9 
100. 
j' 
ji 
li 
326 articles or 12.5 per cent of the total. Articles appearing 
'I least frequently were Exchanges with 23 articles or .9 per cent 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
of the total; Letters to tre Editor with 26 articles or 1.0 per I 
il 
cent of the total; and Alumni with 35 articles or 1.3 per cent 
I! of the total. It is sJ.gnificant that out of a total of 14 types 
I' 
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of non-guidance articles, Gossip ranked ninth with 84 articles 
or 3.2 per cent of the total. 
Table VIII describes the frequency of occurrence of the news 
types of non-guidance articles by size of schools. There were 378 
i news types of articles in the small school newspapers; .581 news 
,, 
,, 
I 
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1: TYPES OF NON-
' GUIDANCE ARTICLES !i 
!I 
(20) 
Small 
(Under 
.500) 
SIZE OF SCHOOL 
(39) 
Medium 
(.500-
1000) 
(41) 
Large Total % 
(Over No. of of 
1000) Article~ Total I 
::::::::==============I=====I~==F=====:;:=::;=:=l 
I, 
NEWS AND SPORTS 
School and Community 
Social News 
School Clubs 
Class Notes 
Personals 
School Sports 
Alumni 
I' EDITORIALS AND FEATURES 
il 
II 
II 
I il 
li 
i! 
Features 
Humor 
Gossip 
Literary 
Editorials 
Letters to 
Exchanges 
the Editor 
101 
20 
43 
23 
.53 
71 
6 
3.5 
9 
7 
3 
4 
2 
1 
16.5 
44 
47 
31 
92 
116 
9 
.so 
8 
9 
.5 
2 
1 
2 
22.5 
3.5 
80 
42 
143 
17.5 
11 
128 
11 
8 
5 
10 
4 
1 
491 
99 
170 
96 
288 
362 
26 
213 
28 
24 
13 
16 
7 
4 
26.7 
5.4 
9.3 
.5.2 
I 
! 
I 
15.6 1 
19.6 
1.4 
11.5 
1.5 
1.3 
.7 
.9 
.4 
.2 
~-· -----------------------r-------+------,_ ______ ,_ ______ 1-------~l 
TOTALS 378 581 878 1,837 100. 
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articles in the medium school newspapers, and 878 news articles 
found in the large school newspapers for a total of 1,837 news 
type articles. School and Community with 491 news articles or 
26.7 per cent of the total; School Sports with 362 news articles 
or 19.6 per cent of the total; and Personals with 288 news 
articles or 15.6 per cent of the total appeared most frequently 
under the News and Snorts section. News Features, pertaining 
to both specific and general educational information, appeared 
most frequently under the Editorials and Features section with 
213 articles or 11.5 per cent of the total. 
Table IX similarly analyzes the editorial and feature types 
of non-guidance articles according to school size. There was a 
total of 756 editorial-feature type articles composed of 184 
articles from the small school newspapers, 248 from the medium 
school newspapers, and 324 from the large school newspapers. 
Articles pertaining to school personalities entitled Personals 
and Features pertaining more to general information rather than 
specific educational knowledge appeared most frequently with 113 
articles apiece or 14.9 per cent of the total respectively. 
Editorials ranked second with 108 articles or 14.2 per cent of 
the total. Articles dealing with Humor and School Snorts ranked 
third and fourth with 94 and 88 articles respectively or 12.4 
and 11.6 per cent of the total. It is interesting to note that 
articles pertaining to Gossip information of the editorial and 
nos~on UnJYer~lty 
School of £a~c&tior 
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TABLE IX. EDITORIAL AND FEATURE TYPES OF NON-GUIDANCE ARTICLES 
BY SIZE OF SCHOOLS 
SIZE OF SCHOOL 
TYPES OF NON-
GUIDANCE ARTICLES (20) (39) (41) 
Small Medium Large Total 
(Under (.500- (Over No. of 
% 
of 
.500) 1000) 1000) Articles Total 
NEvVS AND SPORTS 
School and Community 3 .5 4 l2 1..5 
Social News 4 7 10 21 2.7 
School Clubs 7 3 .5 1.5 2.0 
Class Notes 3 6 8 17 2.2 
Personals 19 43 .51 113 14.9 
School Sports 21 29 38 88 ll.6 
Alumni 3 2 4 9 1.1 
EDITORIALS AND FEATURES 
Features 22 31 60 113 14.9 
Humor 29 30 3.5 94 l2 .4 
Gossip 23 20 17 60 7.9 
Literary 19 27 22 68 8.9 
Editorials 24 32 .52 108 14.2 
Letters to the Editor 3 6 10 19 2 • .5 
Exchanges 4 7 8 19 2.5 
TOTALS 184 248 324 7.56 100. 
> 
feature variety increased from ninth to seventh with 60 articles 
or 7.9 per cent of the total as compared with 24 news type articles 
or 1.3 per cent of the total as indicated in Table VIII. 
The following section will discuss the comparison betvreen 
guidance and non-guidance content according to categories and by 
' ll 
!: 
per centages. Also, the significance of the relationship between 
newspaper content to school size will also be discussed. 
COMPARISON BETVv'EEN NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF 
GUIDANCE AND NON-GUIDANCE ARTICLES INCLUDED IN 
SCHOOL NEWSPAPERS SHOWN BY CATEGORIES 
Table X shows the comparison between guidance and non-
guidance types of articles according to categories and by per 
cents. The statistical data presented in this table is based 
on an analysis of content found in 100 newspapers solicited from 
selected New England public high schools. There was a total of 
2,996 articles of which 403 articles or 14 per cent contained 
guidance information and 2,593 articles or 86 per cent pertained 
to non-guidance information. This means that there were approxi-
mately 30 articles per paper of which 4 articles contained guid-
53. 
ance information per se while 26 articles were of the non-guidance 
variety. Since this table is a composite description of six 
preceding tables, there is no need to point out each salient 
factor again. 
It is important to note, however, that there were more 
articles pertaining to Gossip than the largest number of guid-
ance articles under any single guidance category. Since gossip 
contains no educational value whatsoever, it should be replaced 
by information that is worthwhile if the school newspaper is to 
'i 
i\ 
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,TABLE X. GOlllPARISOJ.'J BETVfEEN GUIDANCE AND NON-GUIDANCE ARTICLES PER CATEGORY BY PER GENTS. 
r-
I News Editorials News & & s Totals Types Featui-es NON-GUIDANCE CATEGORIES Totals Sports 
No. of %of No. of % of No. of % of No.of % of No.of % of 
Art. Total Art. Total Art. ~otal Art. Total Art. Total 
NEWS & SPORTS 
52 12.9 30 14.9 22 10.8 School & Community 503 19.1 491 26.7 
ll 2.7 5 2.5 6 3.0 Social News 120 4.6 99 5.4 
60 14.8 35 17.4 25 12.3 School Clubs 185 7.1 170 9.3 
37 9.2 21 10.4 16 7.9 Class Notes 113 4.4 96 5.2 
Personals 401 15.4 288 15.6 
School Sports 450 17.3 362 19.6 
Alunmi 35 1.3 26 1.4 
33 8.2 21 10.4 12 5.9 
mds 43 10.6 32 .15.9 ll 5.4 EDITORIALS & FEATURES 
ll 2.7 7 3.4 4 2.0 
Features 326 12.5 213 11.5 
Humor 122 4.7 28 1.5 
Gossip 84 3.2 24 1.3 
27 6. 7 7 3.4 20 9.9 Literary 81 3.1 13 .7 
31 7.6 17 8.4 14 6.9 Editorials 124 4.8 16 .9 
~ 33 8.2 14 6.9 19 9.4 Letters to the Editor 26 1.0 7 .4 
41 10.1 7 3.4 34 16.8 Exchanges 23 .9 4 .2 
24 5.9 5 2.5 19 9.4 
403 100. 201 100. 202 100. TOTAlS 2,593 100. 1,837 100. 
Editorials 
& 
Features 
No. of 
Art. 
l2 
21 
15 
17 
ll3 
88 
9 
113 
94 
60 
68 
108 
19 
19 
756 
1% of 
Total 
1.5 
2.7 
2.0 
2.2 
14.9 
11.6 
1.1 
14.9 
12.4 
7.9 
8.9 
14.2 
2.5 
2.5 
100. 
\.11. 
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be considered at all as a guidance instructional tool. This is 
a definite indication that the school newspaper is not being used 
as a positive approach to improving the school's public relations 
program. 
It is also indicative that articles pertaining to School 
Sports comprised 15 per cent of the total number of articles. 
This was one per cent greater than the per cent total for all 
li 
P the guidance articles. Articles about school sports should be 
ij 
li ii proportionate with the emphasis the individual schools place on 
I' 
li 
1 its importance. It is evident that such is not the case. This 
II 
r: [: is not to say that sports information should be eliminated from 
[i 
It 
1: the school newspaper, but that it should be limited in amount 
1; j; 
1: in order to include more educational, vocational, and personal 
!! 
guidance information to aid students in solving their prob:E ms. 
In all of the tables used in this study pertaining to the 
types of articles found in the various sized school newspapers, 
no attempt has been made to conclude that school size is a factor 
in determining the effectiveness of the paper as a guidance in-
strument. It is felt that to properly judge a school newspaper 
in this respect, one should know more about the socio-economic 
and political structure of the community from which the paper 
is received. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS A.t~D RECOMMENDATIONS 
SU1~~RIZATION OF TABLES 
The findings of this thesis are based on an analysis of 100 
public New England high school newspapers for guidance and non-
guidance content. The most pertinent findings resulting from 
this stuqy are listed below. 
1. There was a total of 2,996 articles of which 403 
articles or 14 per cent contained guidance information and 
2,593 articles or 86 per cent pertained to non-guidance 
information. 
2. There were approximately 30 articles per paper of 
which 4 articles contained guidance information per se while 
26 articles were of the non-guidance variety. 
3. Guidance articles appearing most frequently ·were 
Educational Information and Training with 60, Orientation 
with 52, Occuptional Opportunities m d Trm ds with 43, and 
Social Adjustment with 41. These four guidance categories 
included 48.6 per cent or approximately one-half of the total 
number of guidance articles. 
4. There were 201 News type guidance articles and 202 
Editorial-Feature type guidance articles as compared with 
·- ··~·----- ·------·-------- - '-"·-=--=="'-'· 
1,837 News and Sports articles and 756 Editorial-Feature 
types of non-guidance articles. 
5. There were more articles pertaining to Gossip than 
the largest number of guidance articles under any single 
guidance category. 
6. Articles pertaining to School S~orts comprised 15 
per cent of the total number of articles. This was one 
per cent greater than the per cent total for all the guid-
ance articles. 
1. School size had very little effect on the comparative 
frequency of articles in various guidance and non-guidance 
categories even though the proportional distribution of the 
total number of articles increased accordi. ng to school size 
from the small to the large sized schools. 
IMPLICATIONS OF TABLES 
Since this is a basic study of the content found in selected 
New England high school newspapers, the conclusions that canbe 
drawn are definitely limited and perhaps general. However, 
several significant facts resulted from the findings which are 
listed below. 
1. The most important conclusion of this study is that 
there is a definite.need for overhauling newspaper publi-
cations as an extra-curricular activity. 
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2. Guidance directors and school newspaper advisors should 
collaborate on policy matters regarding the types and amount 
of content to be included in the school newspaper. 
3. The findings showed that a few newspapers definitely 
indicated that the school journal cou.ld be used as an effec-
tive public relations instrument by all the various depart-
ments in the school program. 
4. An analysis of the newspaper content showed that the 
large high schools are using the school paper as a guidance 
instrument no more than the small schools. 
5. The journalistic quality of the school newspaper has 
no effect on its guidance value. 
6. There is a definite need for the elimination of 
Gossip information and the cutting down in amount of Sqhool 
Sports in order to include more educational, vocational, and 
personal guidance information to better aid students in 
educational and vocational planning. 
7. A review of the related literature indicated that 
guidance authorities place little value on the school news-
paper as a functional guidance tool. 
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
It was evident during the planning stage that there were 
going to be definite limitations of the study imposed by the 
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nature of the study itself. These were outlined in the form of 
general assumptions in Chapter I on pages six and seven. They 
were as follows: 
1. The publications used were assumed to be typical of 
school newspapers in general as to content. 
2. The publications used were assumed to be representa-
tive of other issues published throughout the school year. 
3. There was no way of knowing that which was intended 
to be guidance content by a guidance department or a guidance-
minded faculty advisor. 
4. The writer's subjectivity in categorizing the news-
paper content under prescribed headings might be considered 
controversial. 
The data presented in this study cannot be accepted as 
absolutely representative of the role of the school newspaper 
as a medium of imparting guidance and non-guidance information. 
Two further limitations resulting fran this study are discussed 
below: 
l. A questionnaire accompanying the letter of request . 
sent to the faculty advisor might have been helpful in as-
certaining before hand that which was intended to be guid-
ance information contained in the newspaper. Since this is 
to be considered as a basic study of the content found in 
New England high school newsparers, it was felt that the 
61. 
inclusion of such a questionnaire together with the request 
for a copy of the school newspaper would affect both the 
total number of newspaper returns as well as the representa-
tive samplings. Also, the schools which have not accepted 
the guidance concept sufficiently would not only refuse to 
answer the questionnaire but, in turn, fail to send a copy 
of the school newspaper for any foim of guidance evaluation. 
2. The greatest weakness of this study pertains to the 
statistical data pre sen ted in the tables. The reason for 
this is ovbious because all the findings are based on only 
one issue of the school newspan,ers solicited. As previously 
indicated, the 'Wl'iter assumed that each issue of the news-
papers received was representative of all those publiShed 
throughout the school year. This assumption was based on 
personal experience with previous school newspate rs. There 
is no question that if the findings had been based on several 
issues published from each school included in the study plus 
carrying the study over a two or three year period that the 
statistical data would have been more meaningful. Neverthe-
less, the findings as presented in this study are certainly 
indicative enough to show that New England high school news-
papers are predominately weighted with non-guidance informa-
tion and that the newspapers are not being used as a guidance 
tool. 
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RECO:MMENDA TIONS OF HOW SCHOOL NEWSPAPERS 
CAN SERVE EFFECTIVELY AS GUIDANCE INSTRU1ffiNTS 
A good school newspaper is an excellent medium for the dis-
semination of guidance information as well as being a valuable 
public relations instrument. 
The following six-page printed newspaper ftcsimile illustrates 
the writer's conception of what types of articles should be in-
eluded on each page. Since educational, vocational, and personal 
guidance information is important in aiding students plan for 
their future goals in life, there should be a separate page 
devoted to this information. 
The recommended topics are based on the findings of this 
thesis as well as the writer's personal knowledge of the subject. 
Information pertaining to Gossip has been eliminated completely 
and news about School Sports has been limited in amount. The 
reasons governing these actions have been previously discussed 
in Chapter rv. The topics listed on each page correspond with 
tho~listed and described in the Criteria for Selection of 
Newspaper Content found in Chapter III. 
To publish this type of newspaper would necessitate the 
co-operation of the administration, guidance department, student 
body and faculty advisor. The writer contends that this is the 
only way to ensure continuity, comprehensiveness, and competency 
of content as well as enhance the value of the school newspaper 
as a public relations instrument. 
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63. l MASTHEAD (Name of Paper) 
Vol I School, Location - Date No.1 
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I TOPICS FOR FIRST PAGE 
I 
I 1. School and Community News I 
I 
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II 
2. Educational Orientation 
' 
3. Personals - News Features 
I 4. Social News - Big Events I . 
I 
I 5. School Sports Lead Story I 
-
I 6. Educational and Vocational Information -
I Lead Stories 
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i Page 2 Masthead Date 
I 
I 
I THE STAFF 
~----~----~-----!.' TOPICS FOR EDITORIAL PAGE ~~I --------------~~=====================!~ 
1 EDITORIALS 1. Editorials I! 
;: 
Discussion of Curricular 2. Alumni - Follow Up Studies 
and Extra-Curricular 
Activities. 3. Features and Literary 
Educational and Voca-
tional Planning. 4. Letters to the Editor 
Individual Analysis. 
Social Adjustment. 5. Exchange Notes 
Student Morale. 
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Masthead Page 3 
' TOPICS FOR PAGE THREE ,, 
'· II 
ll 
:: 1. Social News II 
I 
I, 2. Class Notes 
'I I: 
I' II J. School Clubs i: 
i' i! 4. Features 'I !' ,, 
,, 5. i! Humor 
II -
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Page 4 
ATN 
A tV 
Masthead 
TOPICS FOR SPORTS PAGE 
1. Sports Column - Not Essential 
2. Interscholastic Sports 
J. Intramural Sports 
4. Sports Personals 
5. Schedules 
6. Sports Humor 
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!·Date Mas th d ea Page 5 
I' I !: I II 
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TOPICS FOR GUIDANCE PAGE 
I 
i I ! 1. Educational Information and Training 
I I 
I 2. Educational and Vocational Planning II I I' 
II ). Occupational 0EEortunities and Trends \, I! I li I I 
\I 
4. Job Getting I I 
! 
1: I 
I! 5. Individual Analysis I 
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2 COLUMN 
ADV 
TOPICS FOR PAGE SIX 
School and Community 
Features 
Humor 
-
Literary 
Personals 
Additional News about 
and School Clubs 
ADV 
ADV 
Class Activities 
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ADV 
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NEED FOR FURTEER RESEARCH 
There is a definite need for'further research because pre-
liminary stuqy in preparation of this thesis showed that there 
is a definite lack of material on the subject of high school 
journals in New England. Also, material is practically neglig-
ible concerning the use of th9 school newspaper as a functional 
guidance instrument. The following are suggested topics for 
further studies: 
1. One obvious study would be an analysis of the opinions 
solicited from guidance directors, school administrators, 
and journalism teachers regarding the role of New England 
high school journals. 
2. Another possible stuqy would be an analysis of a 
student checklist given in selected New England high schools 
for the purpose of discovering the types of guidance articles 
the students would like included in their school newspa:r:er. 
3. A further suggested study might be an analysis of the 
socio-economic and political fabric of selected New England 
communities with high schools publishing a school newspaper 
to discover just what importance, if any, the aforementioned 
factors influence the content of the newspaper. 
There is no doubt in the mind of th9 writer that further 
research emphasizing th9 importance of the school newspaper as 
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being an excellent medium for the dissemination of constructive 
infonna tion about education and guidance is important to all 
students everywhere. 
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